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Executive summary
In accordance with the east coast high speed rail (HSR) 
study terms of reference, AECOM and its sub-consultants 
(Grimshaw, KPMG, SKM, ACIL Tasman, Booz & Co and 
Hyder, hereafter referred to collectively as the Study Team) 
have prepared this report (Report). The Study Team has 
prepared this Report for the sole use of the Commonwealth 
Government: Department  of Infrastructure and Transport 
(Client) and for a specific purpose, each as expressly stated 
in the Report. No other party should rely on this Report 
or the information contain in it without the prior written 
consent of the Study Team.
The Study Team undertakes no duty, nor accepts any 
responsibility or liability, to any third party who may rely 
upon or use this Report. The Study Team has prepared 
this Report based on the Client’s description of its 
requirements, exercising the degree of skill, care and 
diligence expected of a consultant performing the same or 
similar services for the same or similar study, and having 
regard to assumptions that the Study Team can reasonably 
be expected to make in accordance with sound professional 
principles. The Study Team may also have relied upon 
information provided by the Client and other third parties 
to prepare this Report, some of which may not have been 
verified or checked for accuracy, adequacy or completeness. 
The Report must not be modified or adapted in any way 
and may be transmitted, reproduced or disseminated only 
in its entirety. Any third party that receives this Report, by 
their acceptance or use of it, releases the Study Team and 
its related entities from any liability for direct, indirect, 
consequential or special loss or damage whether arising in 
contract, warranty, express or implied, tort or otherwise, 
and irrespective of fault, negligence and strict liability.
The projections, estimation of capital and operational 
costs, assumptions, methodologies and other information 
in this Report have been developed by the Study Team 
from its independent research effort, general knowledge 
of the industry and consultations with various third 
parties (Information Providers) to produce the Report 
and arrive at its conclusions. The Study Team has not 
verified information provided by the Information Providers 
(unless specifically noted otherwise) and it assumes 
no responsibility nor makes any representations with 
respect to the adequacy, accuracy or completeness of such 
information. No responsibility is assumed for inaccuracies 
in reporting by Information Providers including, without 
limitation, inaccuracies in any other data source whether 
provided in writing or orally used in preparing or presenting 
the Report.
In addition, the Report is based upon information that was 
obtained on or before the date in which the Report was 
prepared. Circumstances and events may occur following 
the date on which such information was obtained that are 
beyond the Study Team’s control and which may affect the 
findings or projections contained in the Report, including 
but not limited to changes in ‘external’ factors such as 
changes in government policy; changes in law; fluctuations 
in market conditions, needs and behaviour; the pricing of 
carbon, fuel, products, materials, equipment, services and 
labour; financing options; alternate modes of transport 
or construction of other means of transport; population 
growth or decline; or changes in the Client’s needs and 
requirements affecting the development of the project. 
The Study Team may not be held responsible or liable for 
such circumstances or events and specifically disclaim any 
responsibility therefore.
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Overview
A strategic study on the implementation of a High Speed Rail 
(HSR) network (the study) on the east coast of Australia between 
Brisbane, Sydney and Melbourne was announced by the Minister 
for Infrastructure and Transport, the Hon Anthony Albanese MP, 
in August 2010.
The study has been conducted in two phases. Phase 1, published 
in August 2011, identified a short-list of corridors and station 
options and estimated preliminary costs and demand for HSR 
on the east coast of Australia. Phase 2 built on phase 1, but was 
considerably broader and deeper in objectives and scope, and so 
refined many of the phase 1 estimates, particularly the demand 
and cost estimates. This phase 2 report presents detailed 
findings on the 12 advisory objectives established for the study.
Drawings and maps have been prepared for the purpose of 
depicting the recommended alignment for the HSR system and 




     Key Findings
Definition of the preferred HSR system
The HSR network would comprise 
approximately 1,748 kilometres of dedicated 
route with four city centre stations, four 
city-peripheral stations (one in Brisbane, 







To meet expected demand, the HSR system 
would offer a combination of services, 
















The dedicated HSR network would need to 
be integrated into the hubs of existing urban 
public transport systems and road networks 











Cost of constructing the HSR system
The estimated cost of constructing the 
preferred HSR alignment in its entirety 
would be about $114 billion (in 2012 terms), 
comprising $64 billion between Brisbane 























 Forecast HSR demand
Between 46 million and 111 million passengers 
are forecast to use HSR services for inter-
city1 and regional trips2, if the preferred HSR 
network were fully operational in 2065, with a 











































Staging the development of HSR
The optimal staging for the HSR program 
would involve building the Sydney-
Melbourne line first, starting with the 
Sydney-Canberra sector. Subsequent stages 
would be Canberra-Melbourne, Newcastle-












    Key Findings 
Table	1	 Commencement	and	operational	milestones	for	optimal	staging












































It is possible the program could be 
accelerated, with the Sydney-Melbourne 
line operational by 2035. In this case the 











The HSR program and the majority of  
its individual stages are expected to 











Governments would be required to fund the 















If HSR passenger projections were met 
at the fare levels proposed, the HSR 
system, once operational, could generate 
sufficient fare revenue and other revenue 








HSR fares adopted for the study have been 
assumed to be comparable to air fares on the 
inter-capital routes, and it would appear HSR 

























     Key Findings
Economic assessment
Investment in a future HSR program could 






































Environmental and social assessment
The preferred HSR alignment has been 
selected to avoid major environmental and 
social impacts. The residual impacts on 
natural environments and heritage can be 






 Broader impacts of HSR
Aligning public policies, programs and 
capabilities across Australian Government, 
state/territory government and local 
government agencies as part of a corridor 
regional development concept would be 

















Implementing a future HSR program
Both the public and private sectors would 
play a significant role in the planning and 























The key risks to the HSR program and 
its successful performance are common 
to all major greenfield infrastructure 
projects; most notably, a lack of certainty 
about future demand and revenues, 








     Key Findings
Key public policy issues for a decision to proceed
Whether to proceed with planning for a 
future HSR program must necessarily be 
a policy decision, taking account of many 
factors that cannot be known with certainty, 































As in all publicly-funded infrastructure 
projects, the balance between public benefit 




























A related policy issue is the extent to which 
the initial capital costs of an HSR program 
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Definition of the preferred 
HSR system





















































4	 Derived	from	The	World	Bank,	High speed rail: the fast track to economic development?,	2010	(updated).
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2 hrs 37 mins
SYDNEY TO MELBOURNE











The operation of a 
combination of HSR 
services, including  
express services and 
regional services.
Figure  ES-2







Coffs Central Newcastle SydneyHarbour Coast
Regional Regional Regional	 Express Regional	
1hr	11min*	 2hr	28min	 2hr	43min	 2hr	37min	 3hr	09min	
Brisbane


















Southern Albury-Canberra MelbourneHighlands Wodonga
Regional Express Regional	 Regional	 Express Regional
0hr	29min	 1hr	04min	 1h	11min	 1hr	55min	 2hr	44min	 3hr	03min	
Sydney
(98km) (280km) (280km) (540km) (824km) (824km)
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Table	ES-4	 HSR	travel	market	for	2065	
Total travel market (inter-city and regional)
Trips without HSR (million) 355
Trips with HSR (million)* 389
HSR travel market (inter-city and regional)
HSR trips (million) 83.6






























Inter-city non-business Inter-city business Long regional non-business








Inter-city non-business Inter-city business Long regional non-business


















































































































X 2,210 1,650 750 600 10,860 1,240 1,130 730 2,490
  X 900 520 580 3,830 610 190 440 340
    X 810 X 5,500 190 330 X 850
      X 170 1,760 220 250 150 330
        X 2,990 20 300 X 730
          X 2,690 5,190 2,290 18,760
            80 480 100 2,320
              X 640 2,720
                X 4,660
                  X
83,600*
*Cells	may	not	exactly	sum	to	the	total	due	to	rounding.
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International evidence Model forecasts for 2035
Figure  ES-7
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2.2 2.5 1.7 1.0 3.1 10.4
20.8 24.4 17.2 10.0 31.2 103.6





















































































































































































































































































































































































894 49.9 56 2040
-	Stage	1:	Sydney-Canberra 283 23.0 81 2035
-	Stage	2:	Canberra-Melbourne** 611 26.9 44 2040
Line 2 Brisbane-Sydney 854 64.1 75 2058
-	Stage	3:	Newcastle-Sydney 134 18.9 141 2045
-	Stage	4:	Brisbane-Gold	Coast 115 11.0 96 2051
-	Stage	5:	Gold	Coast-Newcastle** 606 34.3 56 2058



























Brisbane to Gold 
Coast & Newcastle to 
Melbourne operational
Sydney to  
Melbourne operational































































































































Sydney- Sydney- Newcastle- Brisbane- Network 
17Canberra Melbourne Melbourne Gold Coast & complete 
Newcastle- 
Melbourne
Year operations 2035 2040 2045 2051 2058commence
Total	costs 20.9 41.1 52.8 58.3 72.0
Net	operating	result* -0.4 10.5 11.6 11.3 15.5
FIRR (real) n/a 1.0% 0.9% 0.4% 0.8%
FIRR (real, pre-tax) n/a 1.4% 0.9% 0.4% 0.8%
FNPV -21.5 -26.5 -35.2 -41.3 -47.0
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Table	ES-9	 Summary	risk-adjusted	capital	costs,	revenues,	operating	costs	and	asset	renewals	over	the	total	evaluation	period	to	2085	
(present	value	discounted	to	2028,	$2012,	$billion,	4%	discount	rate)
Sydney- Sydney- Newcastle- Brisbane- Network 




Year operations 2035 2040 2045 2051 2058commence
Total	development	costs 2.3 4.7 6.1 6.8 8.8
Total	construction	costs 18.6 36.4 46.7 51.5 63.2
Total capital costs 20.9 41.1 52.8 58.3 72.0
Total	revenue 5.0 39.4 43.0 43.5 62.7
Total	operating	costs 4.4 25.1 27.3 27.9 42.2
Total	payments	for	rolling	
0.1 1.3 1.3 1.3 1.8
stock	finance	leases
Total	asset	renewals 1.0 2.5 2.8 3.0 3.2
Total operating result -0.4 10.5 11.6 11.3 15.5
Terminal value -0.2 4.0 5.6 5.4 9.1












    Executive Summary 
Figure	ES-12	 HSR	program	risk-adjusted	project	cashflows	per	year	($2012,	$billion)	
Revenue received Operating costs paid GST (paid)/received




Brisbane to Gold 
Coast & Newcastle to 
Melbourne operational
Sydney to  
Melbourne operational
Network operationalNewcastle to 
Melbourne operational
























































Full network Sydney to Canberra
Sydney to MelbourneNewcastle to Melbourne




Brisbane to Gold 
Coast & Newcastle to 
Melbourne operational
Sydney to  
Melbourne operational
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Table	ES-10	 Summary	of	the	commercial	financing	gap	–	reference	case	($2012,	$billion)
Total capital cost 
Debt carrying capacity
Commercial coverage 













































A B C D E
Sydney to 
Canberra operational
Brisbane to Gold 
Coast & Newcastle to 
Melbourne operational
Sydney to  
Melbourne operational






































































































































20	Austroads,	Guide to Project Evaluation,	2012.















































































2035 2040 2045 2051 2058
Total	costs* 22.2 46.5 58.6 64.3 79.3
Total	benefits 20.4 115.7 126.7 126.7 180.6
EIRR 3.8% 7.8% 7.3% 7.1% 7.6%
ENPV -1.7 69.3 68.1 63.9 101.3

























22	 Australian	Government	and	NSW	Government,	Joint Study on Aviation Capacity for the Sydney Region,	Canberra,	2012.
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Implementing a future 
HSR program

















































































Delivering the public sector components 
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Next steps
If	it	were	decided	that	the	case	for	HSR	on	the	east	
coast	of	Australia	has	sufficient	merit	for	further	
government	action	to	be	taken,	there	are	a	number	
of	immediate	next	steps	in	the	process	that	could	
lead	to	a	decision	to	protect	the	HSR	corridor	and	
possibly	to	a	decision	to	implement	HSR.
The	immediate	next	step	following	completion	
of	the	HSR	study	is	to	confirm	the	Australian	
government’s	interest	in	continuing	the	necessary	
preparatory	works	to	inform	a	formal	ministerial	
decision	to	proceed.	
Following	a	decision	to	proceed,	an	MoU	would	
be	signed	to	allow	planning	and	development	
work,	including	corridor	protection,	to	commence.	
Governments	would	need	to	commit	resources	and	
funding	to	the	development	and	delivery	of	the	
arrangements	under	the	MoU.	
The	MoU	would	initiate	a	number	of	activities,	
including	site	investigations	necessary	for	corridor	
protection	and	preparation	of	the	IGA	to	protect	
the	HSR	corridor.	The	aim	of	the	IGA	would	be	to	
formalise	the	commitment	to	the	protection	of	the	
HSR	corridor	by	rezoning,	resuming,	purchasing	
or	holding	land	within	the	corridor.	



